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Purpose
The purpose of this Administrative Directive (ADM) is to provide an overview of the new
“Uploads” functionality in the New York State Child Welfare Information System
(CONNECTIONS). The Uploads function allows users to upload photographs and
documents within CONNECTIONS, and link them to a stage, person, progress note,
allegation, or health record where they can then be accessed by other users assigned a
role in the stage where the uploaded file is located.
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Background
CONNECTIONS is the child welfare database that allows for the documentation of the
delivery of child welfare services to families and children in New York State.
Documentation in CONNECTIONS provides a historical record of information that is easily
and instantaneously shared with other users. CONNECTIONS provides data at the local
and state level to support planning, the assessment of trends, performance levels, and
resource needs. Data in CONNECTIONS is also used to conduct Statewide Central
Register (SCR) database checks for potential foster parent, adoptive parents, child care
workers, and day care workers.
Currently, many local departments of social services (LDSSs) and voluntary authorized
agencies (VAs) in New York State maintain their own secure network databases for
purposes of storing digital photographs, scanned documents, vital records documents, or
other records and information pertinent to the provision of services. These databases are
internal to each LDSS or entity and the stored information is not always easily shared with
others who may require it, especially when the child or family moves to another LDSS within
New York State.
The Uploads function in CONNECTIONS will enable users to place digital photographs,
documents, or other relevant files directly into CONNECTIONS, thereby promoting an
increased ability to safely store case-related information and to make this information
available to other caseworkers having a business need to review the information.

III.

Program Implications
LDSSs and VAs both accumulate and generate substantial documentation as part of the
case record during their regular course of business in providing a multitude of services to
children and families throughout the state. Whether promoting the safety of children and
families or coordinating the provision of services, these documents are used frequently,
and are often necessary to help families ensure the safety of their children and to achieve
permanency.
The Uploads function allows for the flexibility of each LDSS to determine how it can best
support its own needs and enhance its casework practices, with the intent that uploaded
files will be used to support the documentation already built into CONNECTIONS.
Improving accessibility to documents and information within CONNECTIONS will enable
users to operate with greater efficiency and accuracy when working with children and
families.
When uploading files, users will have the option to select a stage with which they may
directly associate a file, or upload without any stage association and assign a stage later.
After a file has been successfully uploaded, users are required to assign a category and
subcategory for each file in CONNECTIONS, which will provide a general organizational
framework for the uploaded files.
Until such time that OCFS provides further policy guidance regarding specific content that
must be uploaded to CONNECTIONS, each LDSS and VA should review its current
protocols and business processes to help become informed on how to use this new
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functionality. LDSSs and VAs will still be required to maintain case records as outlined in
regulation 18 NYCRR-NY 428.10(a). While CONNECTIONS is considered the official,
comprehensive case record, LDSSs and VAs are encouraged to take a thoughtful and
incremental approach to what they upload into CONNECTIONS and what they continue to
maintain in paper form or electronically outside of CONNECTIONS.
IV.

Required Action
Uploading to CONNECTIONS
Users with the FILE UPLOAD business function will be able to access the Uploads page
from a Uniform Resource Locator (URL).
The Uploads URL is: https://cw.ocfs.ny.gov/connectionsupload.
The purpose of the URL, as opposed to a direct upload function within the CONNECTIONS
application, is to enable an increased security protocol and effective virus protection.
Up to 10 photos and/or documents can be uploaded at one time. The following
specifications are required to upload a file to CONNECTIONS:
o

Only the following types of files can be
uploaded: .doc, .xls, .xlsx, .docx, .txt, .rtf, .pdf, .bmp, .jpeg, .jpg, .png, .tiff,
and .tif.

o

The file name can be a maximum of 200 characters.

o

The file size cannot be larger than 95 megabytes.

o Files cannot be password protected.
Upon navigating to the uploads page using the URL, the stages on the caseworker’s
workload in CONNECTIONS will display. Clicking the Select link for a stage in the grid will
display a web page where one can upload photographs and documents that will be
associated with the selected stage.
Clicking the Upload Without Stage Assignment link, located above the workload grid, will
display a web page where one can upload photographs and documents without associating
it with a stage.
Uploaded files are sent from the URL to the My Uploads tab in CONNECTIONS. The My
Uploads tab is a central location where one can manage the uploaded files before they
are sent to their permanent destination within CONNECTIONS and become part of the
permanent official case record. From this tab one can view the photo/document, and will
be able to view information about it such as the user who uploaded it, date created, date
uploaded, and the Comments field, which can be edited to provide context to the file.
Users should exercise discretion when determining what files to upload. It is not necessary
to upload several files that show practically identical images or information. Instead, users
should select the image or document to upload that best represents the information they
are attempting to convey. Whenever possible, all photographs should be time stamped,
and include the date and location of the image. Many cameras can automatically date/time
11
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stamp a photo. For more detailed information and further guidance on taking and
documenting photographs, please refer to the OCFS Child Protective Services Manual,
Chapter 6, Section G.
If a stage association was selected at upload, it will be listed next to the uploaded file in the
My Uploads tab. Before uploaded files are fully integrated into CONNECTIONS, users
must designate a stage association, if one was not previously selected, and must also
select a category and subcategory for each file. Once a file has been associated with a
stage, and a category and subcategory are selected, users will go to the Photos/Docs
window and link the file to a person, progress note, allegation or, specific to the FSS stage,
the health services tab. It is important to consider the nature of the photo/file, other users
who may have access to the photo/file, and to be sensitive and respectful to the privacy of
the children and families we serve.
The requirement to select a category and subcategory for each file uploaded is to facilitate
the use of the View All Photos/Docs window to easily locate uploaded files. The primary
categories available are:
Candidacy

CPS

FASP

CARA

Education

Foster/Adoptive

Correspondence

Essential
Documents

Health

Independent
Living
IV-E
Documentation

Police

Vouchers

Releases

Other

Legal

Safety/Risk
Assessments

Each primary category has relevant associated subcategories, and every primary category
contains a subcategory of “Other” if a user is unable to determine a more appropriate
subcategory for an uploaded file. The categories and subcategories are separate and apart
from where an uploaded file may or may not be linked (stage, person, progress note,
allegation, or health record).
Selecting the category and subcategory that accurately reflects the file will ensure
CONNECTIONS confidentiality rules are followed. Specifically: (1) When linking files to a
“Person ID,” the only categories that can be selected are “Essential Documents” and
“Independent Living.” The “Person ID” crosses all stages the individual is listed in, which
limits the type of information appropriate to link to it because many different types of child
welfare workers will be able to access this information. (2) Uploaded child health
information in FSS stages must be given the category of “Health” and placed in the health
services window. CONNECTIONS will not allow files with the category of “Health” to be
placed in other locations within the FSS stage. (3) Information that would directly identify
the reporter, source, or collateral contact of a child protective services intake report should
be given the category of “CPS” and subcategory “Information from Source of Report” or
“Info from Collateral,” and should be linked to a progress note with the “Reporter/Source”
denotation selected as that will automatically limit the access of other users and individuals
to that progress note and file, thereby maintaining confidentiality.
All files have an attached Comments field in which contextual information can be entered
when initially uploading the file, when viewing files from the My Uploads tab, or from the
Photos/Docs window. Users should provide additional descriptive information in an
uploaded file’s Comments field to promote clarity when the file is accessed by other users.
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Additional Considerations When Uploading
All files should be uploaded in a timely manner per New York State Regulation18 NYCRRNY 428.5(a), which states: “Progress notes must be made as contemporaneously as
possible with the occurrence of the event or the receipt of the information which is to be
recorded.”
Once a file has been uploaded to CONNECTIONS, it should be removed from the local
device on which it was stored (agency-issued camera, cell phone, computer, etc.) as soon
as possible. Individuals shall not use personal devices to take photographs; there are
specific requirements for the use of mobile devices as outlined in 17-OCFS-LCM-14. Any
photograph taken by LDSS staff, VA staff, or another professional operating in an official
capacity, is considered part of the case record and must be kept secure and confidential.
It is never acceptable to upload handwritten notes as a substitution for progress notes in
CONNECTIONS. Handwritten letters or documents from a child, client, or other individuals
related to the case are acceptable, but should always be associated with a progress note
that provides context to the photo or document.
Files shall not be uploaded to NYC Advocates Preventive Services stages.
When case records are being printed from CONNECTIONS for administrative review or
other purposes, users should also print any associated uploaded photographs, documents,
or other files.
V.

Systems Implications
The Uploads URL will only be accessible to users who have been given the FILE UPLOAD
business function. Users who do not have this business function will receive a message
that states: “Your CONNECTIONS user account does not have access to this file upload
feature.”
One of the primary purposes of the Uploads function is to support existing documentation
requirements directly in CONNECTIONS. An example of using the Uploads function to
support existing documentation would be uploading a .pdf of a completed form OCFS3921, Rapid Indicator Tool, to support the sex trafficking screening documentation already
required by CONNECTIONS. Similarly, form OCFS-2196, the Plan of Safe Care, can be
uploaded and appropriately categorized after completing the related section in
CONNECTIONS.

VI.

Additional Information
Inter and intranet hyperlinks to CONNECTIONS Job Aids to support this new functionality
are:
https://ocfs.ny.gov/connect/jobaides/Tip%20sheets/Uploading-files-in-CONNECTIONSJob-Aid-v2.0.pdf
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http://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/jobaides/Tip%20sheets/Uploading-files-inCONNECTIONS-Job-Aid-v2.0.pdf
Normal record retention rules apply for all files uploaded to CONNECTIONS.
VII. Contacts
Buffalo Regional Office - Amanda Darling (716) 847-3145
Amanda.Darling@ocfs.ny.gov
Rochester Regional Office - Karen Lewter (585) 238-8201
Karen.Lewter@ocfs.ny.gov
Syracuse Regional Office - Sara Simon (315) 423-1200
Sara.Simon@ocfs.ny.gov
Albany Regional Office - John Lockwood (518) 486-7078
John.Lockwood@ocfs.ny.gov
Westchester Regional Office - Thalia Wright (845) 708-2498
Thalia Wright@ocfs.ny.gov
New York City Regional Office - Ronni Fuchs (212) 383-4873
Ronni.Fuchs@ocfs.ny.gov
Native American Services - Heather LaForme (716) 847-3123
Heather.LaForme@ocfs.ny.gov
Upstate Manager, CONNECTIONS Implementation - Linda Gorthy (518) 486-7718
Linda.Gorthy2@ocfs.ny.gov
Downstate Manager, CONNECTIONS Implementation - Don Butler (212) 383-1854
Donald.Butler@ocfs.ny.gov
VIII. Effective Date
This new functionality in CONNECTIONS is being piloted in the second half of 2019.
Statewide rollout is expected in early 2020.

/s/ Lisa Ghartey Ogundimu, Esq.
Issued by:
Name: Lisa Ghartey Ogundimu, Esq.
Title: Deputy Commissioner
Division/Office: CWCS
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ATTACHMENT A
System Instructions for Youth Ordered to Pre-dispositional Placement in a Foster
Care Setting and Post-dispositional Placement Under Article 7
•

If the family court judge orders the pre-dispositional placement of a youth under Article
7 to a foster care setting:
o

The local department of social services (LDSS) must obtain the pre-dispositional
placement order from court at that time.

o

The LDSS must open an FSI in CONNECTIONS and stage progress the FSI to an
FSS case. Do not select a “Program Choice.”

o

The LDSS must use the CONNECTIONS placement module with the “Exact
Resource Search,” to locate an appropriate pre-dispositional placement for the
youth in a foster care setting for which the LDSS has contracted for predispositional placements. The “Exact Resource Search” for known resources
allows the worker to search for a specific resource by name, resource ID, vendor
ID, or address.
The placement module will prepopulate the activity record (M910) with the
placement data collected in the placement module and require a user to verify and
save the record in “Activities” (19-OCFS-ADM-17).

o

Once the appropriate pre-dispositional placement is located for the youth, the
LDSS arranges for such placement with the foster care setting. A copy of the court
order for pre-dispositional placement must accompany the youth to the placement
and should be provided to the voluntary agency staff.

o

The LDSS must complete the family “Relationship Matrix” in CONNECTIONS.

o

The LDSS must open a Welfare Management System (WMS) case; however, no
“Purchase of Service” codes shall be entered. Normal rules apply for
individuals who shall be listed on the WMS case.

o

The LDSS must also enter the corresponding “Legal Activity” codes in
CONNECTIONS for PINS pre-dispositional placement in a foster care setting.
These codes are L300, 06, 97 (pre-dispositional placement in a foster care
setting).

o

If the LDSS has access to the “My Upload” function in CONNECTIONS, the LDSS
must upload the pre-dispositional placement court order into CONNECTIONS with
the file category of Legal and subcategory of Placement Order. The file should
be kept directly on the stage or attached to a progress note. The original placement
order must be maintained by LDSS following all local protocols.

**Please note— Expenditures for the pre-dispositional youth residing in a foster care
setting must not be authorized in WMS, paid through the Benefits Issuance Control System
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(BICS), or claimed in the Automated Claiming System (ACS). These expenditures shall be
processed outside of WMS/BICS and funded with 100 percent local dollars.
•

If the youth is absent without leave (AWOL) prior to arriving at the arranged predispositional placement in a foster care setting:
o the LDSS must indicate in the CONNECTIONS placement module that the “child
failed to arrive” to the foster care setting; and
o the LDSS must still enter the corresponding “Legal Activity” codes in
CONNECTIONS (L300, 06, 97).

•

If a youth is AWOL during their pre-dispositional placement in a foster care setting, the
absence must be recorded in “Activities” in CONNECTIONS (M950). If the youth does not
return prior to the scheduled court appearance for the pre-dispositional placement, the
court must make a determination as to whether to extend the pre-dispositional placement,
within the time limits and scope of the PINS reform legislation.
o

If the court extends the youth’s pre-dispositional placement in a foster care setting:
▪ a copy of the pre-dispositional placement extension order must be obtained
from the court at that time;
▪ the corresponding “Legal Activity” code needs to be entered in
CONNECTIONS, which is L300, 06, 98 (pre-dispositional placement
extension); and
▪ if a warrant is also issued at the time of the pre-dispositional placement
extension, and the youth is located by law enforcement, arrangements can
be made after hours for that youth to be placed in a foster care setting for
pre-dispositional placement, as there is an existing order for such.

o

If the court does not extend the youth’s pre-dispositional placement in a foster care
setting:
▪ the corresponding “Activity” code ending the pre-dispositional placement in
a foster care setting needs to be entered in CONNECTIONS (M990); and
▪ if a warrant is also issued for the youth at this court date and the youth is
located by law enforcement, the youth shall not be brought to a predispositional placement without the court making the necessary findings
and order for a new pre-dispositional placement.

•

When the youth’s pre-dispositional placement in a foster care setting is legally ended, the
corresponding “Legal Activity” code must be entered into CONNECTIONS (M990).

•

At the disposition of the Article 7 proceeding, if the youth is ordered to post-dispositional
foster care placement:
o

The LDSS must utilize the CONNECTIONS placement module to locate the most
appropriate foster care setting for the youth, which should be consistent with any
previous pre-dispositional placement of the youth for continuity of care, unless
extenuating circumstances exist. All other placement module rules apply for foster
care placement (19-OCFS-ADM-17).
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o

In the open CONNECTIONS Family Services Stage (FSS), the LDSS must choose
the program choice of “Placement,” as of the date of the post-dispositional foster
care placement of the youth.

o

The LDSS must also enter the corresponding “Legal Activity” codes for postdispositional foster care placement of a youth (L300, 06, 43).

o

The LDSS must also follow all WMS “Purchase of Service” (POS) codes for the
corresponding post-dispositional foster care placement.

o

If the LDSS has access to the “My Upload” function in CONNECTIONS, the LDSS
must upload the PINS post-dispositional placement order into CONNECTIONS
with the file category of Legal and subcategory of Placement Order. The file
should be kept directly on the stage or attached to a progress note. The original
placement order must be maintained by LDSS following all local protocols.

o

The LDSS must follow all other systems requirements for foster care cases being
mindful, however, of the new time-frame limits for foster care of youth placed on
an Article 7 and the triggering of permanency hearings at any request for extension
of such foster care placement, as outlined in this ADM.

** Please note that if the court order for pre-dispositional placement is active through the
court order for post-dispositional placement of the youth, the following system rules must
be followed:
•

The entering of the M990 “Legal Activity” code ending the pre-dispositional placement
must be dated the day prior to the post-dispositional placement “Activity Date.”

•

If the Case Initiation Date (CID) for the FSS case was based initially on the predispositional placement of the youth and no prior CID existed, the LDSS must go into the
“FASP Window” and enter a “Corrected Application Date” to correspond to the postdispositional placement “Activity Date.”
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